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Abstract 

The open access-publishing model forever changed the rules of publishing. Initiatives, 

such as PubMed Central and the adoption of the Creative Commons License model, have brought 

scientific and academic research to global audiences for ‘free’. However, Open Access 

complicates life for the academic researcher as individual, scientific, fiscal, and institutional 

perspectives collide. 

The requirement that academic faculty should research and publish their research is part of 

the appointment, promotion, and tenure process. However, there are several caveats within that 

statement, since not all journals are created equal or fit the preconceived idea of an authentic 

scholarly journal.  Not only does the explicit and implicit language surrounding tenure and 

promotion in academia create confusion but academic practice is often at odds with institutional 

expectations.  

In this paper, a brief review of academic appointment, promotion, and tenure is provided. 

Then the effects of open access in the academy is examined, with a focus on new open access 

frameworks, stakeholder issues, and ethical issues. Finally, recommendations on policies and 

strategies for successful inclusion of open access within academia are offered.  

 

Keywords: academia, altmetrics, appointment, open access frameworks, open access 

journals. peer review, promotion, scholarly publishing, tenure. 

 

Promotion and Tenure in the Academy 

Traditionally, the academic appointment, promotion and tenure (APT) process has focused 

on publication (i.e., dissemination) of research to demonstrate faculty productivity through 

research and applied practice journals.  The influence of scholarly publications is often measured 

through standard bibliometrics that attempt to calculate the influence of the scholarly work. This 

may be gauged based on the number of times a final, published work is cited by other researchers 

(i.e. h-index, g-index) or through assessing the influence of the publishing journal (such as Journal 

Impact Factor (JIF) and CiteScore). For example, Appointment, Promotion, and Tenure 

Committee (APTC) guidelines may include a minimum h-index score or a minimum number of 

articles published in journals meeting their pre-defined minimum JIF score. In addition to 
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producing scholarly publications, faculty are also expected to actively engage with journals in the 

roles of reviewer, editor, or as a member of the editorial board.  Again, the higher the prestige (i.e. 

impact factor) of the journal, the more prestige is attached to the role of the journal.   

 

New Open Access Frameworks 

Challenging the business model of traditional journal subscription, open access (OA) 

models provide free access to content. With the advent of government-funded portals, such as the 

National Institutes of Health (NIH), public access policy is modeled after fair-use guidelines to 

publicly-funded scientific research. Other OA models employ a Creative Commons licensing 

model which allows others to use a work if pre-defined conditions are followed. In the early 1990s, 

most OA journals used a business model similar to the development of open-source software 

(voluntary work); by the 2000s, most OA journals had migrated to the use of article-processing 

charges (APCs), paid by the author or an institution, to fund their operations (Bjork, 2011). By 

2009, there were approximately 4,800 active OA journals, in which 7.7% of all peer-reviewed 

articles were published (Laakso et al., 2011).  A 2010 review of SCOPUS showed OA journals 

accounted for 73.9% of publishing for Latin America, 4.9% for North America, and 6.9% for 

Europe (Miguel, Chinchilla-Rodríguez, & Moya-Anegón, 2011). This number continues to grow; 

the UK Open Access Committee report (Jubb et al., 2017) found that articles from fully OA 

journals represented 18% of all articles published in all journals while the DOAJ reported over 

15,000 fully open access peer-reviewed scholarly journals in its directory from 126 countries, 

offering over 3 million searchable articles (Directory of Open Access Journals, 2020a).  

Mega journals, such as PLoS One, Scientific Reports, and Sage Open provide rigorous peer 

review and publish all papers reviewed as technically sound. Niche journals provide outlets for 

very narrow subject areas, which may not have been viable prior to OA.  Third-party OA portals 

may be sponsored by government or institutions. Examples include, SciELO and Red de Revistas 

Cientificas de América Latina y el Caribe [Redalyc]. 

Out of the OA models emerged a number of innovations, such as novel forms of peer 

review and commentary. Using a pre-print or working paper model, reader comments and formal 

peer reviews, for example, are openly posted with final, published manuscripts. Post-publication 

PR, for example, allows changes to articles following their initial, formal publication. PLoS One 
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uses readership metrics to determine interest in a topic area. Publishing datasets along with the 

final manuscripts are becoming more common, especially if the project was federally funded.  

Faster publication cycles and reusability of the digital content are also features of OA. Alternative 

metrics (altmetrics) are increasingly used to determine impact or social reach of an individual’s 

research (Cabrera, Roy, & Chisolm, 2018). 

While many of these developments can be seen as good things coming from OA, there are 

issues also arising out of OA for academic stakeholders, including faculty coming up for promotion 

and tenure (P&T), the APTC, external reviewers, department chairs, and university/college 

administration. 

 

Stakeholder Issues 

OA Journal Authority 

For academic stakeholders preparing for P&T, the first challenge that OA journals present 

is the question of how to establish the credibility of the journal. The ability to publish entirely 

online means that OA journals may require less capital investment to establish and less overheads 

to maintain. As a result, the number of journals overall has increased exponentially without a 

widely recognized method for establishing credibility. 

Most APTCs use bibliometric measures, such as the JIF and journal ranking, to establish 

standards of authenticity. These bibliometric measures often create barriers to entry for OA 

journals.  It takes time to establish a journal’s credibility; it takes more time for other researchers 

to cite the articles from that journal. The most daunting barrier, however, is that the journal must 

first be recognized and included by editorial and advisory boards of bibliometric vendors, such as 

Scopus and Clarivate Analytics, formerly known as Thomson Reuters (Clarivate Analytics, 

[2016]; Wilk, West, Narrow, Rae, & Regier, 2005). The databases that these bibliometric vendors 

create allow users to track journals by influence, quartile rank, and subject categories. 

For established OA journals that have already achieved the stature to be included in these 

databases, this is less of an issue. However, newer OA journals, that have not had the time to be 

authenticated, may be disallowed by the APTCs. This is complicated by the increased existence 

and awareness of predatory publications.  APTC members who have only a cursory awareness of 

predatory publishing may view all OA journals as predatory by default.  
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Under these circumstances, faculty may have a difficult time proving that the journal in 

which they published was a legitimate publication. The DOAJ has tried to alleviate this problem 

by instituting a policy in 2014 that all journals that applied for inclusion and met its criteria would 

be listed in the Directory. Journals that follow DOAJ’s seven Best Practices are designated with a 

DOAJ Seal of Approval (Directory of Open Access Journals, 2020b). This approach is similar to 

those employed by the subscription-based bibliometric services: journal authenticity, i.e. inclusion 

in the list, is determined by an editorial board which decides if the journal has met internationally 

recognized publishing guidelines criteria. 

There are lists for journals that do not follow established guidelines in an attempt to identify 

all predatory publishers and publications. It was through this model that predatory publications 

first came to the attention of many in the scholarly world with Beall’s List, a blog that listed 

predatory journals, publishers, and conferences. This model can prove problematic if it relies on 

potentially biases author reports without any way to challenge these pronouncements. When the 

original Beall’s List was discontinued, subscription services, such as Cabell’s, sought to provide 

more objective measures which include both bibliometrics as well as potential violations to allow 

the end user to evaluate journal authenticity for themselves.   

 

Open Peer Review 

The emergence of new publishing models is accompanied by innovations in the peer review 

process, such as open peer review (OPR), which in itself is an ambiguous term. Definitions include 

open identities of reviewers and authors; open reviews, which are published concurrent with the 

article; open participation, where the larger scientific community may post review comments; and 

open interactions, where discussions between reviewers and authors are published online (Ross-

Hellauer, 2017). In addition, there are two other definitions that are pertinent for this discussion:  

open pre-review manuscripts and open final-version commenting.  Open pre-review manuscripts 

are posted prior to formal peer review, much like existing pre-print services, such as arXiv. Open 

final-version commenting occurs with reviews and comments on the final “version of record” 

publication (Ross-Hellauer, 2017).  Any combination of these OPR models results in a multi-stage 

open PR, which combines a two-stage publishing process with multiple instances of PR and 

interactive public discussion.  The multi-stage OPR process has been used successfully by the 
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Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics (ACP), the European Geosciences Union (EGU), and the 

open access publisher Copernicus (Pöschl, 2012) 

In addition, there are other OPR systems. Kovanis, Trinquart, Ravaud, and Porcher (2017) 

defined five alternative PR systems: re-review opt-out, cascade peer review, portable peer review, 

crowdsourcing peer review, and immediate publication.  A re-review opt-out system, such as the 

one used by BMC Biology, allows only one round of peer review and revision, with the editor 

responsible for the final decision. The cascade and portable peer review systems require the 

rejected manuscript peer reviewed comments to be submitted in concert with the resubmitted 

manuscript. Both systems share the rejection reviews among the publisher’s journals, with the 

editor being the final arbiter for acceptance. Cascade systems are used by Nature Publishing 

Group, JAMA, BioMed Central, and the British Medical Journal. Portable PR systems also share 

the rejected manuscript’s reviews among the journals of that publisher.  Crowdsourcing mirrors 

the multi-stage OPR process discussed above. Papers are submitted and partially published as 

‘discussion’ papers. Invited reviewers and online commentators provide feedback during a specific 

time; the authors then revise and resubmit the paper. The editor makes the final decision, weighing 

the online comments and the invited reviewer evaluations. Immediate publication systems also 

release discussion papers upon submission. However, the editors may choose to ignore online 

comments and reviews.   

Finally, there are decoupled post-publication systems and recommendation systems 

(Tennant et al., 2017). Decoupled post-publication systems, such as PubPeer, Hypothesis, 

PaperHive, and PeerLibrary, are essentially crowd-sourced, collaborative annotation services, with 

comments added directly to highlighted sections of a published work (Tennant et al., 2017). 

Recommendation systems, such as F1000 Prime and CiteULike, provide post-publication 

evaluations and recommendations on identified articles.   

As the peer review process continues to evolve and engage in innovative processes, it is 

important to remember that validation of research by peer review is part of the foundation of trust 

that academia and the public expect from scholarly publications.  There are several questions that 

will need to be addressed by APTCs as open access and OPR become normative.  The issues that 

immediately come to mind are: 1. version of work, 2. inclusion of OPR remarks with published 
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manuscript, and 3. guidelines for evaluation for the APTC, external reviewers, and university 

administration. 

As librarians, we struggle to ensure the correct version of work and when it is established, 

to ensure the authority of a work. If a work is submitted as an OPR manuscript and/or is accepted 

as an open final-version commenting manuscript, at what point in time is the finished work 

‘established’ for review by the APTC? 

Consider the P&T package. In the United States, the APTC, the external reviewers, the 

chair of the department, the dean of the college, and the provost of the university all review the 

faculty package.  Each reviewer provides comments based on the information in the package. Each 

package generally carries a review of the journals in which the faculty member has published to 

address the prestige of the journal. Then there are two questions that must be addressed: (1) do we 

include external peer review remarks to assess the value of the article? and (2) if so, how much 

weight do the evaluators of the package give to these comments? 

 

External Reviewers 

External reviews, a standard component of the P&T process, are defined as “a review of a 

candidate's supportive documentation for promotion, tenure, or appointment conducted by persons 

external or outside the candidate's institution” (Reilly, Carlisle, Mikan, & Goldsmith, 1996, p. 

369).  Universities and colleges develop detailed P&T requirements and procedures unique to their 

environment; however, external reviewers may not fully understand these requirements and 

procedures. When an external reviewer receives a P&T package, it is accompanied by a single 

letter asking for a review of the package and assessment of the research. No formal P&T guidelines 

are typically sent. For external reviewers, open peer review may also pose a few problems, 

especially when external reviewers may need clear guidelines as to whether or not to include OPR 

comments or post-publication evaluations in their review of the candidate’s scholarship.  If OPR 

comments or evaluations are not to be considered, then external reviewers need to be instructed 

that they must not conduct online searches of the candidate or their publications.  
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Altmetrics 

One distinct advantage that OA journals possess is both the speed and reach of their 

journals. Even the most influential of the standard subscription journals cannot compete with the 

vastly larger potential audience an article may have, that has been published in an OA journal, 

where the only hurdle the reader faces is obtaining access to the internet. According to Jubb et al. 

(2017), OA articles are downloaded two to four times as often as non-open access articles. This 

means that an article that happens to be published at an auspicious time in the news cycle may “go 

viral” and be read worldwide within a few minutes or hours, doubtlessly influencing readers’ 

opinions and allowing for inclusion in real-time scholarship. Authors have the chance to affect not 

just the current scholars in their field but also new audiences and research disciplines. 

A thriving field of altmetrics measures this influence by counting the number of times an 

article has been clicked on, downloaded, or shared with others. Articles published via traditional 

print methods will take months or even years before they are cited in subsequent print journals. 

Altmetrics, on the other hand, begin measuring as soon as articles have been posted. With 

altmetrics, influence can be evaluated in real time and more accurately.  

As altmetrics have become more prominent in the scholarly conversation, publishers have 

begun to include tools, such as PlumX, into their products and more libraries are purchasing such 

programs for their schools and institutions. Formalizing altmetrics generates its own problems. 

The cost of acquiring these tools may be prohibitive which limits the purchase to more affluent 

institutions. These tools are not intuitive and require researchers a long time to become fluent in 

their use. Many faculty and APTCs do not understand what they are and how they are used. 

Further, APTCs may not have the framework to incorporate these tools into the P&T process. 

Cabrera et al. (2018) were not able to achieve a meaningful survey regarding altmetrics in U.S. 

medical schools due to an expressed lack of understanding of what altmetrics is on the part of those 

surveyed. 

 

Counting Dissemination Efforts 

With the increase of OA publishing models, dissemination and impact now occur through 

traditional and non-traditional channels – e.g., altmetrics and social media (Cabrera et al., 2017; 

Moore, Maddock, & Brownson, 2018).  Unlike the traditional unidirectional broadcast model 
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(publisher-directed), non-traditional channels follow a multidirectional broadcast model, using 

multiple networks, and creating new contexts for scientific works. Adams and Loach (2015) 

reported the number of Web of Science academic papers tracked by Altmetric mentioned in non-

traditional dissemination channels rose from less than 1 in 20 in 2009 to almost 25% of the 

collected mentions in 2013. 

The advantage of traditional metrics is that they are easy to count but they do not address 

the quality of the published work. Additionally, publication in these journals has been vetted 

through the established scholarly process of peer review by other experts in the field. However, 

there is a great deal of disagreement whether they accurately measure the true impact of research. 

Both JCR which produces the JIF and Scopus CiteScore are limited to a pre-determined pool of 

journals. Neither captures all possible citations from recognized scholarly journals; between these 

two scoring facilities, there is a wide variance in perceived influence (Wilsdon et al., 2015,  July).  

Adding in Google Scholar citations, which include not just journal cites but cites across a wide 

variety of media, complicates things further. 

In addition to traditional citation counts of a work, APTCs and university administrators 

are interested in knowing how many times the work is downloaded, bookmarked, and shared via 

social media as well as noted, read, or discussed on the news, and in journals and magazines. All 

of these mentions of a work are seen as indications of the university’s impact on society inside and 

outside of the academic and research community.   

However, there are additional challenges for the academy, such as how to appraise the 

quality and appropriateness of the content that is reporting about the work and how to evaluate the 

societal impact of research (Bornmann, 2014).  As the definition of scholarship changes, so must 

the measures captured to assess it.  Many P&T guidelines do not provide standards for including 

dissemination efforts of research or the use of altmetrics as an evaluative component of faculty 

P&T packages. This may be due to the difficulty of determining what is being measured. Work by 

Altmetric, for example, has shown that citations and altmetric indicators measure different but 

related aspects (Wilsdon et al., 2015,  July). A paper with a higher specific mention count, when 

compared to Clarivate’s normalized citation index, may not have more citations. Since citations 

and mentions appear to reference different types of significance, there may be a coincidence 

between citation and mention behavior (Adams & Loach, 2015).  Hence, it seems to be important 
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to contextualize why something is mentioned. Are new ‘dissemination communities’ being built 

around different communities of practice (e.g., professional practice and/or patient/family 

interests)? If yes, then non-traditional channels provide access to innovative research outcomes to 

individuals who do not scan the professional literature on a regular basis.  This has implications 

for the APTC guidelines.  

The language of P&T standards is contextualized differently in the many communities 

within academia – internal and external reviewers, the academic department, the college in which 

it is housed, and university administration. This is problematic because there is no consistency in 

definitions for metrics, what a metric is measuring, or if a metric will or will not be used.  If the 

traditional focus on citations is on the scholarly side, then the ability to capture societal impact 

using non-traditional channels requires us to reframe how we count and what we count to 

determine impact of research, as well as the informational value of scholarly work to non-academic 

communities. 

 

Ethical Issues 

Effective frameworks for evaluating altmetrics must be identified prior to the incorporation 

of altmetrics as a measure used by APTCs. Just as hopeful faculty may try to increase their 

measures in the world of print publications by citing themselves in other articles, so too researchers 

can manipulate altmetrics by trying to drive up clicks, mentions, and downloads. Bots may be 

purchased to increase social media perception of value which, in turn, may lead to more clicks 

than are warranted. 

Authors also chase the impact factor, which tends to decrease for OA journals that accept 

all technically sound articles. Then, as JIFs start to fall, authors run to the next mega journal or OA 

journal du jour. Meanwhile, prestige journals with higher JIFs charge higher APCs to make articles 

OA in their publications.  

Inconsistencies between the APTC (individually or collectively) and the university’s 

guidelines create a major ethical concern. Collectively, there are horror stories about APTCs gone 

rogue.  This occurs when a senior member of an APTC (or higher) fails to evaluate the P&T 

package on its own merits according to university guidelines and creates his own ‘this is how it 

should have been done’ narrative.  This often results in meritorious faculty being denied tenure 
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because other faculty are unable to refute claims or because they are not able to substantiate the 

value of a journal or the work.     

 

Recommendations and Strategies 

With such a complicated topic, recommendations and strategies are equally complicated 

and interdependent. The first two recommendations target university, college, and department 

administration (including libraries).  

First, eliminate ambiguity from the APT process. This helps faculty to focus on respective 

performance measures necessary to achieve appointment, promotion, and tenure.  It also helps 

reduce ambiguity during mid-promotion and mid-tenure reviews. Clear guidelines and ongoing 

communication between faculty and the APTC result in a transparent trajectory for faculty. This 

allows them to advance in rank and professional roles and to attain personal goals. It is not enough 

to communicate frequently.   There needs to be consistency in how these guidelines, indicators, 

metrics, etc., are framed, developed, delivered, and implemented.  Hence, APT guidelines should 

include specific indices of dissemination efforts and impacts (Moore et al., 2018). It is the 

responsibility of administration to contextualize these indices into larger university goals and 

metrics.  Using integrated academic and altmetric analytics is essential to show the importance of 

these indicators/measures to the university and to support the colleges and departments.  Access 

to clear university guidelines and understandable reports can provide support to faculty as they 

conduct, publish, and disseminate their research. This can also show that the institution values the 

work of faculty.  

Second, alternative metrics, which represent article-level measures of scholarly product 

dissemination and impact, need standard definitions for use by APTCs.  Such definitions should 

also be part of a larger context in which altmetrics are used to substantiate university scholarship, 

prestige, and value. 

While the first two recommendations may appear to be beyond the scope of practical work, 

the next four (3-6 below) are far more immediate and show how librarians can support the broader 

university and APT process.  

Third, librarians should provide access to tools for evaluating journals and provide 

appropriate context.  There is no reason why faculty cannot evaluate journal authenticity. If they 
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encounter challenges, they should ask their librarians. There also needs to be transparency in the 

choice of tools, the evaluation process, and attention paid to all the disciplines within the 

university. In addition, the tools chosen and the instructions given must ‘fit’ within the context of 

the university. One size, or someone else’s LibGuide, may not fit all cases.  

Fourth, librarians should explain the interrelatedness of journals within and across 

disciplines, e.g. understand the value of the citing and cited relationships within Web of Science 

and other databases that offer this as a tool. This allows faculty to expand their knowledge of which 

journals will best fit their research, whether that be OA or traditional. 

Fifth, librarians should actively participate on APTCs in an ex-officio role.  The librarian’s 

role should be to educate faculty on how to evaluate journals, the importance of using altmetrics 

to show dissemination of their research, and how to show the value of their work.  

Finally, librarians can play a key role in the development of indicators to measure impact. 

Unique identifiers for individuals and works are central to ensure authority of a work and its 

author(s).  There needs to be transparency in the construction and use of indicators, whether the 

numbers are used for university societal impact or for APTCs.  Who better than librarians, who 

are experts in establishing authorities, creating extensible classification systems, and developing 

crosswalks, to be involved in information-intensive initiatives? Identifiers need to be clearly 

defined and described, standards established, and semantics clarified so we have interoperability 

across universities, research institutions, funders, and governments.  However, with the 

development of an improved underlying data infrastructure, administrative and individual 

reporting burden also should be reduced as systems are developed with increased interoperability 

and portability.  

 

Conclusion 

This paper has covered many challenges inherent in the APT process as the use of OA and 

open peer review becomes ubiquitous in the academy.  The APTC reliance on the JIF, CiteScore, 

or h-index as the measure of the journal is but one indicator.  However, it is often seen as the only 

indicator of matter.  It is far easier to accept a single, easily findable measure even if it is based on 

a false premise, i.e., if the journal has value, then the article has value. The JIF simply shows that 

the article is published in a reputable journal based upon an accepted university standard.   
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Further, impact factors are severely dependent on the way that the journals are categorized. 

Journals with a narrow scope may be subsumed within the larger discipline, particularly if it is a 

discipline with some journals producing highly-cited guidelines and reviews that therefore dwarf 

other publications. In addition, in niche or specialty clinical or population areas, the number of 

journals in a subject category may be very small (n<30), resulting in small quartiles, and lower 

JIFs.  

Finally, as APTCs move to simple ‘4x4’ tables of author (position), article title, journal 

JIF, and h-index, the richness of data that informs APTCs of the value of a journal and impacts of 

articles in that journal is lost.  The ‘less is more’ mantra of some university deans and 

administrators on the amount of information in APT packages results in poor understanding by the 

APTC.   

As open access journals, open peer review, multi-channel dissemination, and altmetrics 

become increasingly commonplace in academia, the university must respond effectively to the 

challenge of integrating these new ways of knowing scholarship and assessing value. It must 

overhaul the APT process to become truly evaluative of the work produced by its scholars and 

researchers, i.e., including measures of individual performance rather than relying only on journal-

level metrics.  Universities should develop context-specific principles for the use of quantitative 

indicators in evaluating scholarly works that are explicit about the criteria used for their academic 

appointment and promotion decisions. And librarians should be at that table, doing what they do 

best. 
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